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A Global Presence
TExt einsetzen

EUROPE
SULO France SAS

SULO Umwelttechnik GmbH

SULO Iberica SA

Immeuble Perspective Défense

Bünder Straße 85

Calle Gobelas, 47-49 (La florida)

Bâtiment A

32051 Herford

28023 MADRID

1 rue du Débarcadère

GERMANY

SPAIN

92700 Colombes

tel +49 5221 598-05

tel +34 91 708-2970

SULO Nordics

SULO Schweiz AG

SULO Umwelttechnik GmbH

Vannhögsgatan 11

Zürcherstrasse 65

Regionalbüro Österreich

23166 Trelleborg

4052 Basel

Raiffeisengasse 2

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

8541 Schwanberg

tel +46 410 12460

tel +41 61 560 36 36

AUSTRIA

FRANCE
tel +33 1 40 87 64 00

tel +43 676 9504130

AMERICA
NORTH & CENTRALAMERICA

CARIBBEAN

SOUTHAMERICA

SULO Mexico SA de CV

SULO Caraibe

SULO Chile SA

Gauss n°12 Desp.

Im Palmiers Phoenix

Calle Lincoyan 9930

102 Col. Anzures

ZA de Bois Quarré

Quilicura (sector Cañaveral)

Del. Miguel Hidalgo

97232 Le Lamentin

Santiago de Chile

C.P. 11590 - MEXICO D.F.

MARTINIQUE

CHILE

MEXICO

tel +596 63 91 55

tel + 56 2 2 834 35 00

tel +52 55 52 55 22 60
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SULO Belgium N.V.

SULO Nederland B.V.

SULO UK Ltd

Ring-Oost 14

Beneluxstraat 4

Vale House

9400 Ninove

6014 CC Itterfoort

19 Hainge Road, Tividale

BELGIUM

NETHERLANDS

Westmidland B69 2NR

tel +32 54 31 31 31

tel +31 475 56700-0

UK
tel +44 121 5214478

ASIA & SOUTHPACIFIC

AFRICA &
MIDDLE EAST

INDIAN OCEAN

SULO Environmental Systems Pte. Ltd.

SULO Middle East

SULO La Réunion

18, Boon Lay Way

Knowledge Village

24 bis rue de la Martinique

Trade Hub 21, #09-117

Block 18, 3rd floor

ZAC Fourcherolles

Singapore 609966

PO BOX 502221

97480 Sainte-Clotilde

SINGAPOUR

DUBAI

LA RÉUNION ISLAND

tel +65 6515 98-48

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

tel +33 262711412

tel +971 43754987

Find our partner dealers in your area at www.sulo.com/distributor
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United for the future

SULO – YOUR WORLD-CLASS PARTNER FOR
INNOVATIVE SORTING SOLUTIONS

The needs of the customer are at the centre of what we do. This basic principle has not changed since the beginnings
of the well-established SULO brand in 1892. On the contrary, as a French-German company with a global outlook,
we now shape the development of the waste management sector in the 21st century. With combined strengths, a
comprehensive product and service range and, above all, with enthusiasm for innovative ideas, we combine stateof-the-art sustainability with cost-effectiveness in the interests of environmentally conscious local authorities,
companies and citizens. SULO – your world-class partner for a cleaner and more efficient future. Measure us by
these standards!

The symbol for quality and development around the world: SULO
Since 2018, the SULO brand has united the expertise of Plastic Omnium Environment and SULO under one
umbrella. With these united strengths as a European brand with roots in France and Germany, SULO represents a
global vision to preserve our environment through intelligent waste sorting and a sustainable recycling industry.
In addition to excellent product quality, we have focused on creating optimal conditions for growth and wellbeing
among our employees and thus ultimately for our customers.
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400

100

million turnover

more than

5 000

million bins
installed globally

local authorities
supplied in
50 countries

6

factories

more than

1 800
Employees

Long-term company development using sustainable
innovation policies
Continuous development for SULO means educating ourselves both as people
and experts, carrying out targeted research, and being open to new technological
possibilities and the changing needs of society. From optimised bins to digital
evaluation and coordination, our full-service product and service portfolio
includes
all building blocks for developing tailored concepts, intelligent solutions, saving
costs and achieving environmental targets for local authorities, companies and
citizens, not just in Europe, but around the world.
 Certified according to EN 840 and RAL GZ 951/1
 Certified management system according to DIN EN ISO 90001, ISO 14001 and
ISO 50001
 Recipient of the Blue Angel award. SULO supports the claim to be a mastermind in sustainability and innovative material quality
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WORTH LIVING, CLEAN, SMART
Our world of tomorrow begins here
and today with your decision for SULO
collection solutions.

For a world worth living in
SULO CIRCULAR ECO®

We strive for a sustainable waste management cycle, in which we aim for zero impact on the environment and
climate. As a leading pioneer in the European waste disposal industry, we commit all our experience and innovative
strength into creating a clean world that is worth living in, for us and future generations.
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Where we want to go
CIRCULAR ECO® GOALS

 Protecting natural resources, close to 100% rejection of fossil fuels
 Reduction of carbon footprint towards zero
 100% avoidance of wastefulness and waste (in particular plastic)
 100% recycling rate in the closed-loop material cycle

SULO – THE 100 PER CENT MASTERMIND
FOR A CLEAN FUTURE WORTH LIVING

How we manage it

CIRCULAR ECO® ACTIONS



Material composition
100 % recycled material, more than 80% post-consumer recyclate



Material quantity
Saving through ECO design, optimised body, lightweight bin in fully certified SULO quality

	Production
Maximum energy efficiency according to ISO 50001 production with 100% green energy
Innovative, processes which save on raw materials, such as multi-sequential injection


Transport
Less fuel and space usage due to stackability and reduced weight of the MGBs



Digital trip and bin management
Optimised routes, fewer empty loads

SULO – THE PIONEER IN THE CLOSED-LOOP
MATERIAL CYCLE
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We set standards

CIRCULAR ECO® MILESTONES

The environmental pioneer with the Blue Angel
Being awarded the most significant environmental label in the world
underscores the significance of sustainability for all SULO activities.
Ecological issues will gain increasingly in importance for local authorities
and companies in future. As a pioneer for sustainable waste disposal, SULO
provides resource-friendly solutions for this. Our MGBs with Blue Angel
certification contain at least 80% post-consumer recyclates, whose origin
and composition are constantly being checked and verified. This reduces
the consumption of raw materials and significantly minimises the carbon
footprint.

A class of its own - AFAQ Economie circulaire
SULO is the first French company who is awarded with AFAQ Economie
circulaire, a valuation model based on the XP X30-901* standard, which
indicates its ability to carry out projects in the field of circular economy.
The evaluation carried out by AFNOR Certification concerns two projects led
by the SULO industrial site in Langres around Circular Eco® brand products:
 100% recyclable bins made entirely of recycled materials,
 The integration of at least 60 % of material from post-consumer
household consumption (bottles, caps, etc.) into recycled High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE).
As a concrete proof of the efficiency of household sorting and the reality
of plastic recycling, Circular Eco® is the guarantee of an optimized
management of energy use and natural resources through a less CO2consuming production.
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Minimising the carbon footprint
CIRCULAR ECO® EFFECTS

People‘s desire for effective environmental and climate protection is growing. This is why the systematic reduction
in carbon footprint is an issue for every local authority and company, and which is growing in importance.

Be a Pioneer of the new environmental model
CIRCULAR ECO® DESIGN

The first range in Europe to be 100 % made from recycled material is a clear proof of the efficiency of sorting and
the reality of recycling. With that in mind, Circular Eco® bins are also news for communication and not just simple
pre-collection bins!

100 % IN EVERY WAY
100 % Recycled material
100 % Recyclable
100 % SULO Quality
100 % Long lifetime

An individual visual identity
Circular Eco® bins look different to those manufactured with virgin materials. For instance, they have slight
variations in shade compared to ordinary bins.
The container may also have tiny irregularities. This appearance is a response to the scepticism of some
householders about the contribution of their sorting efforts to the final processing of waste and to the often asked
question where recycled materials are finally used for.
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Types of sustainability
SULO BIN SYSTEMS

This DNA is inside all SULO MGBs: Uncompromising quality, robustness and sustainability which is characterised
by the consistent use of recycled raw materials and designs which conserve resources.

60 LITRES

400 LITRES

12

80 LITRES

120 LITRES

660 LITRES

140 LITRES

770 LITRES

240 LITRES

360 LITRES

2

wheel

1100 LITRES

1100 LITRES

4

wheel
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A class of its own

THE 2-WHEEL ORIGINAL

In 1972, SULO revolutionised waste logistics with the modern 2-wheeled MGB with an emptying rim. Everything
became lighter, more economical, more sustainable. Since then, we have not let a day go by without further
developing the original. The result: 2-wheeled MGBs from SULO are the benchmrk when it comes to innovative
material quality, durability and sustainability.

80% consumer recyclates – 100% SULO quality guaranteed.
Our 2-wheeled MGBs can be manufactured from up to 99% recyclates. This reduces the consumption of raw
materials and significantly minimises the carbon footprint.
 Our production site is certified to ISO 9001, ISO 14001:2004
 Each MGB from our company complies with the EN 840 standard and has been awarded the quality label of the
RAL Quality Association for Waste Management Bins (RAL- Gütegemeinschaft für Abfallwirtschaftsbehälter).


We have been among the first manufacturers to have replaced conventional gating with multisequential injection
moulding, thereby ensuring sturdy bin walls and surfaces of impeccable quality.
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2-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

The 6 SULO sizes
The original 2-wheeled SULO MGB is available in the following filling volumes: 60, 80, 120, 140, 240 and 360 l.

SULO MGB 60

SULO MGB 80

SULO MGB 240

SULO MGB 360

SULO MGB 120

SULO MGB 140
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Top scores for the environment
GENERATION LIGHTWEIGHT

With up to 30% less material used, the new generation of lightweight MGBs go one step further than the
standard version. The perfected and tried-and-tested ECO design represents maximum environmental
friendliness without compromising the reliable SULO guarantee of quality and sturdiness. The best-case
scenario for ecologically minded local authorities and companies.

SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN CO2
EMISSIONS
 In virgin material 17.4 kg CO2 eq.
 In 100% recycled material 5.9 kg CO2 eq.

All the advantages are in 100 % recyclate and weight-optimised design
100% environmentally friendly: 100% recycled material (HDPE), of which 60% made of
post-consumer waste such as bottles and caps, 100% recyclable, exceptional carbon footprint for manufacturing
and transport.
Ergonomic ECO design: elegant form, minimal weight thanks to innovative material injection sing a multi-injection
process.
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2-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

Entirely durable and user friendly:
 Ergonomic design thanks to intuitive handle surfaces, comfortable tipping thanks to an optimised foot pedal
 Perfect stackability and transportability through a sophisticated design
 Intuitive and largely tool-free assembly of lids, axles, wheels, lid rivets
 Incorrect assembly is not possible
 Easy cleaning due to rounded profiles and much more

B

E

F

A

C
D
C

60 LITRES

80 LITRES

120 LITRES

120 LITRES ECO

140 LITRES

240 LITRES

240 LITRES ECO

360 LITRES

A: Total height ~

925 mm

925 mm

933 mm

944 mm

1068 mm

1075 mm

1068 mm

1090 mm

B: Upper comb edge ~

871 mm

871 mm

871 mm

889 mm

1006 mm

997 mm

998 mm

1010 mm

C: Bin depth ~

516 mm

516 mm

550 mm

558 mm

550 mm

728 mm

734 mm

860 mm

200/250 mm

200/250 mm

200/250 mm

200 mm

200/250 mm

200/250 mm

200 mm

200/300 mm

445 mm

445 mm

500 mm

480 mm

500 mm

582 mm

583 mm

620 mm

Technical Data

D: Wheel diameter ~
E: Total width ~
Axle

RA

VA

RA

VA

RA

VA

RA

VA

RA

VA

RA

VA

RA

VA

VA

Nominal volume (L)

60

60

80

80

120

120

120

120

140

140

240

240

240

240

360

Empty weight (kg) ~

8,5

9,3

8,3

9,1

8,9

9,8

7,2

8,0

9,4

10,2

12,3

13,3

10,2

11,0

17,1

Max. filling weight (kg) ~

24,0

24,0

32,0

32,0

48,0

48,0

48,0

48,0

56,0

56,0

96,0

96,0

96,0

96,0

140,0

Max. total weight (kg) ~

50,0

50,0

50,0

50,0

60,0

60,0

60,0

60,0

70,0

70,0

110,0

110,0

110,0

110,0

160,0

Dimensions may vary due to production. Empty weights refer to a rounded average value based on the standard design. The actual weights may be different as a result of
production conditions and specifications.
RA Tubular axle
VA Full axle
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Looks good for the future
LONG LIVING ECO DESIGN

The use of 100% recycled material is not a contraduction with the colourful and efficient waste disposal of the future.
On the contrary, using an optical process, the recycled HDPE ﬂakes can be sorted and conveyed into the colourappropriate production. For local authorities and companies who are committed to sustainable environmental
protection, containers in standard colours with category markings on the lid or clip are the first choice.

1

2

3

3

A

LID

B

I

1 Standardlid
2 MGB EURO2 lid
3 Identification clip

BODY
A Standard body
B Lightweight body

Optimised design – perfect for the environment
The 2-wheeled bins from SULO are known for their exceptional robustness and durability. There are good
reasons for this:
 Intelligent design. Since 1972, the patented honeycomb structure has proven to be a guarantee of
unrestricted stability in over 80 million SULO MGBs.
 Reinforced DIN comb for a safe emptying
 6-way axle bearings, shortened axles
 Rounded profiles to avoid breaking and resistance during emptying
 Crimped reinforcement in the lower area without compromising the appearance
 High-performance HDPE, rot-proof, resistant against moisture, cold, heat, chemicals and much more.
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2-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

COLOURS
The basic rule in ECO design is: the less colour, the more recycling there
is in the bin. Grey basic bins can be made from up to 100% recycled plastic
and mixed colours. The fraction identification of the grey basic bins can be
realised via coloured lids or clips.

7016

GREY
ECO FRIENDLY

Anything but grey – 16 colours for your category markings
BASIC COLOURS

7016

6011

8025

5023

1018

3001

2008

8028

1001

5002

5013

5015

STANDARD COLOURS

6017

6009

9003

SILVER

SULO basic colours

6011

GREEN

8025

BROWN

5023

BLUE

1018

YELLOW*

3001
RED*

2008

ORANGE*

ECO FRIENDLY

*Use of recycled material not possible.
Colours may vary due to production. The RAL colour values are orientation colours.
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Bin Accessories

Lifting Systems

DIN comb lifting rim

Vario Systems

40L
Vario insert round

35L

Vario insert square

20

50L

Vario insert round

60L

Vario insert square

2-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

80L

Vario insert square

2R

MGB 60 ... 360

Lid Systems

Make your city more silent
-20 % db

Standard lid

EURO2-Lid with an

Lid Ventilation - Lid

Butterﬂy lid -

identifaction clip

with active bio-filter-

double-sided lid

material

Lid Slot Systems
Packaging

Lid-in-Lid

By using the Air Cushion lid you reduce
20 % of the lid closing noise. A small lip on
the underside of the lid ensures a smooth
sliding lid.

Glass

Square slot with

Round slot with mas-

Round slot with rubber

Round slot without

Round slot without

masking and brush

king ring and rubber

rosette Ø 200 mm

rubber rosette

rubber rosette

Ø 150 mm

Ø 200 mm

rosette Ø 150 mm

Paper

Opening Slots above

Opening Slots above

Opening Slots above

Opening Slots above

Paper Inlet Hood

Paper Inlet Hood

(300 x 30 mm)

(300 x 60 mm)

(250 x 30 mm)

(250 x 20 mm)

BLUE

ORANGE

Safety Papers

Safety Paper Inlet

Safety Paper Inlet long

short
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Illustrations similar, errors and changes excepted. Availability and combinations can be found on pages 24-25.

Bin Accessories

Noise Reductions Systems

Opening Systems

Lid Opening Noise

Lid Opening Noise Re-

Opening by actuating

Reduction

duction for MGB 360l

Lid closing damper

the foot pedal

Locking Systems

Triangular Locks

Padlock Fixtures

Cylinder lock with automatic function

Cylinder lock with

Cylinder lock with

Cylinder lock with

automatic function

automatic function for

automatic function and

EURO2 lid

combination lock

Cylinder lock without automatic function
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Cylinder lock without

Cylinder lock without

Cylinder lock without

automatic function

automatic function for

automatic function and

EURO2 lid

with combination lock

2-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

2R

MGB 60 ... 360

Ventilation

Dividing Wall

Body Ventilation

Deviding Wall for two
waste fractions

Wheel Systems

Ø 200 mm Wheel

Ø 250 mm Wheel

Ø 300 mm Wheel

Body Personalization

BIO
Hot foil stamp

Screen printing

Sticker

Running Numbers

Lid Personalization
ER
PAPMI ÜLL

Hot foil stamp

Screen printing

Sticker

Photo-injection
labelling

Running Numbers

Embossing insert
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Illustrations similar, errors and changes excepted. Availability and combinations can be found on pages 24-25.

Bin Accessories

60 LITRES

80 LITRES

120 LITRES













120 LITRES ECO

140 LITRES

240 LITRES

240 LITRES ECO

360 LITRES







BLUE ANGEL
Blue Angel



LIFTING SYSTEMS
DIN comb lifting rim





VARIO SYSTEMS
Vario insert round 40L*





Vario insert round 50L*





Vario insert square 35L*





Vario insert square 60L*





Vario insert square 80L*





LID SYSTEMS
Standard-Lid















EURO2-Lid















Lid Ventilation

















Butterfly-Lid
Air-cushion lid





LID SLOT SYSTEMS
Lid-in-Lid





Square slot with masking and
brush





Round slot with masking ring
and rubber rosette Ø 150 mm











Round slot with rubber rosette
Ø 200 mm











Round slot without rubber
rosette Ø 150 mm











Round slot without rubber
rosette Ø 200 mm











Opening Slots above
300 x 30 mm





Opening Slots above
300 x 60 mm





Paper Inlet Hood BLUE





Paper Inlet Hood ORANGE





Opening Slots above
250 x 30 mm





Opening Slots above
250 x 20 mm





Paper Inlet Hood







Safety Paper Inlet short



Safety Paper Inlet long






* MGB 120 and MGB 140 have a special Vario Body
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2-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

2R

2-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

MGB 60 ... 360

60 LITRES

80 LITRES

120 LITRES

120 LITRES ECO

140 LITRES

240 LITRES

240 LITRES ECO

Lid Opening Noise Reduction















Lid Closing Damper























360 LITRES

NOISE REDUCTION

OPENING SYSTEMS
Opening by actuating the foot
pedal
LOCKING SYSTEMS
Padlock Fixtures

















Triangular Locks		
with open position

















Triangular Locks		
without open position

















Cylinder lock with automatic
function

















Cylinder lock with automatic
function and combination lock















Cylinder lock without automatic
function















Cylinder lock without automatic
function and with combination
lock





























VENTILATION
Body Ventilation
DEVIDING WALL
Deviding wall for two waste
fractions





WHEELS
200 mm















250 mm















300 mm





AXLE
Solid axle















Tubular axle















Hot foil stamp















Screen printing















Sticker

















Embossing insert



















PERSONALIZATION

Photo-Injection Labelling on
the lid





Running Numbers















Running Numbers coloured
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The cycle closes here

THE SULO 4-WHEEL FAMILY

Since the introduction of the 4-wheeled MGB line in the early eighties, SULO has shaped the development from
generation to generation through continuous innovation. With bins made of recycled HDPE with 80 per cent
consumer recyclate or purely plant-based raw materials, it has been possible to establish the environmentallyfriendly closed-loop solution in the première league of refuse bins.

Ideas set the standard - Pioneering spirit made by SULO
Due to their quality and robustness, SULO 4-wheeled MGBs enjoy an exceptional reputation worldwide. In addition
to product quality thinking, we focus on the careful handling of resources and materials. Our vision is to reduce the
consumption of fossil recources to a minimum.
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4-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

For the big tasks
SULO offers a complete range of 4-wheeled bin systems with volumes of 400, 660, 770 up to 1100 litres. SULO
offers ﬂat and domed lid options for the 1100-litre bins.

SULO MGB 660

SULO MGB 770

SULO MGB 1100 FD

SULO MGB 1100 RD

Comfort integrated:
DID (Lid in Lid) 660-1100

SULO MGB 660 FD
DID

SULO MGB 1100 RD
DID V

SULO MGB 770 FD
DID

SULO MGB 1100 RD
DID H

SULO MGB 1100 FD
DID V

SULO MGB 1100 FD
DID V

SULO MGB 1100 FD
DID VH

SULO MGB 1100 RD
DID VH
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Best Design for environment and comfort
THE C-STAR

With the C-STAR, SULO presents the world‘s first 4-wheel large refuse bin with optimised body. The new design
is the impressive response to the ever-growing demand for solutions that conserve resources and for convenient
handling. Good for the environment. Good for refuse collectors and users in the day-to-day. You will not want to do
without the optimised four-wheeled professional in future.

Proven concepts remain –
your guarantee for longevity and economy
Alongside the design, we have also optimised our production process. Ten parallel injection points ensure that the
structure of the body is even more stable and even. A newly designed beading structure gives the C-STAR 1100
proven stability according to the EN 840 and RAL GZ 951/1 quality standards.

This classic bin in the new design offers both an aesthetically appealing look and a host of practical advantages:
 Better manoeuvrability thanks to reduced weight
 Space-saving stacking for warehouses and transport
 Ergonomically optimised and integrated handles
 Available with domed or ﬂat lid
 Integrated chip nest for the inclusion of RFID chips
 All spare parts are compatible with the previous model
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4-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

C

C
B

A

D
E

C

C

A

A

B

B

D

E

D

E

400 LITRES

660 LITRES

770 LITRES

1100 LITRES FD

1100 LITRES FD
C-STAR

1100 LITRES RD

1100 LITRES RD
C-STAR

A: Total height ~

1145 mm

1230 mm

1365 mm

1330 mm

1330 mm

1460 mm

1460 mm

B: Upper comb edge ~

1050 mm

1100 mm

1240 mm

1205 mm

1205 mm

1205 mm

1205 mm

C: Bin depth ~

835 mm

775 mm

775 mm

1075 mm

1075 mm

1060 mm

1060 mm

D: Wheel diameter ~

200 mm

200 mm

200 mm

200 mm

200 mm

200 mm

200 mm

E: Total width ~

820 mm

1370 mm

1370 mm

1370 mm

1370 mm

1370 mm

1370 mm

Nominal volume (L)

400

660

770

1100

1100

1100

1100

Empty weight (kg) ~

25,0

41,0

43,0

50,0

46,0

60,0

54,0

Max. filling weight (kg) ~

160,0

264,0

308,0

440,0

440,0

440,0

440,0

Max. total weight (kg) ~

xx,0

310,0

360,0

510,0

510,0

510,0

510,0

Technical Data

Dimensions may vary due to production. The empty weights refer to a rounded average value based on the standard design. The actual weights may be different as a result of
production conditions and specifications.
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For all waste disposal scenarios SUSTAINABLE MORE POSSIBILITIES

1

2

A

DECKEL

B

1 Flat lid
2 Domed lid

RUMPF
A Body for 1100l
bins
B Next Generation Bin
C-STAR

Effortless handling - SULO handling advantages
Size and high filling weight are characteristic of 4-wheeled bins. Therefore, the challenge is to ensure the best
possible ease of use under given conditions. Every refuse collector, home owner, or tenant should be able to use
and move the bins effortlessly. With this in mind, we have checked and optimised everything down to the last detail:
 Ergonomically positioned, sturdy handles
 Excellent manoeuvrability thanks to smooth-running castors
 Intuitive operation of the brake and stop systems
 Smooth lid opening and closing
 Design options which also make it easier to use for people with limited mobility, such as effortless lid opening
solutions
 Optimised weight in part through light-weight body
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4-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

COLOURS
The basic rule in ECO design is: the less colour, the more recycling there
is in the bin. Grey basic bins can be made from up to 100% recycled plastic
and mixed colours. The fraction identification of the grey basic bins can be
realised via coloured lids or clips.

7016

GREY
ECO FRIENDLY

Anything but grey – 16 colours for your category markings
BASIC COLOURS

7016

6011

8025

5023

1018*

3001*

2008*

8028

1001

5002

5013

5015

STANDARD COLOURS

6017

6009

9003

SILVER

SULO basic colours

6011

GREEN

8025

BROWN

5023

BLUE

ECO FRIENDLY

*The 4-wheel body is also available in these basic colours.
Colours may vary due to production. The RAL colour values are orientation colours.
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With the greatest safety
THE NUMBER ONE IN USE.

4-wheeled MGBs from SULO perform an important function in the public and private sphere. That is why it is
particularly important to us that our bins leave nothing to be desired in terms of convenience and safety for garbage
collectors, users and children.

Safe waste disposal - SULO safety features
Safety starts with the design. Our decades of experience as a leading supplier provide everything we need to equip
each of our 4-wheeled MGBs with ground-breaking security features:
 Stable design thanks to the patented honeycomb structure
 Rot-proof, high-performance material HDPE
 Perfect, smooth surfaces without shear waves
 No sharp corners and edges
 Rounded profiles to avoid breaking points
 Two-step reinforced DIN comb according to EN 840 for maximum safe emptying
 Lifting trunnions reinforced by means of a steel insert
 Smooth, robust castors for easy and safe manoeuvring
 Proven SULO double-stop system for effortless brake locking
 Ergonomically designed, sturdy handles
 Only child-resistant bins in accordance with statutory regulations
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4-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

Child safety device made by SULO basic system (optional)
BASIC SYSTEM
1

(optional)

STOP

2

AUTOMATIC

PULL

PULL

STOP

Additional attachments on both sides of the bin prevent the domed lid from closing automatically due to its own weight. For this purpose, the ﬂexible leg
spring snaps into a holding plate. The lid closes only up to the opening position, leaving a gap of at least 181 mm open. The lid only closes completely
when the lid is shut manually.

LIGHT SYSTEM
1

(optional)

STOP
AUTOMATIC

2

PUSH & PULL

PUSH & PULL

STOP

The lid closes only up to the opening position, leaving a gap of at least 181 mm open. To completely close the lid it is necessary to operate the pushbuttons
with two hands while pulling the lid forward. These are attached to the front lid rim and can be conveniently operated by thumb, while at the same time
holding the handles. The push-buttons cause the shaft to pivot upwards, leaving no obstacle, thus allowing the lid to be completely closed.

COMFORT SYSTEM
1

STOP
AUTOMATIC

(standard)

2

PUSH & PULL

PUSH & PULL

STOP

The domed lid consists of two key functional elements that make it childproof. Hooks attached to the side of the exterior of the body, prevent the lid from
closing completely The corresponding counterpiece is the childproofing shaft made of metal attached to the side of the lid underside outside the bin
interior. If the lid moves forward from the completely open position, the shaft stops in front of the hook.
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Bin Accessories
With a wide range of high-quality bin accessories, all sizes of our 4-wheeled MGB series can be individually tailored
to your needs and requirements. Of course, we are happy to assist you with the configuration of your desired bins.

Lifting Systems

FL + DL
Fork lift device

FL
OCHSNER-lifting

FL + DL
Lifting trunnions

FL + DL
Lock washer for lifting

device

trunnions

Slot Systems
Glass

FL

FL

FL

DL

DL

DL

Round slot with mas-

Round slot with rubber

Round slot without

Round slot with mas-

Round slot with rubber

Round slot without

king ring and rubber

rosette (Ø 200 mm) 2x

rubber rosette

king ring and rubber

rosette (Ø 200 mm) 2x

rubber rosette

(Ø 200 mm) 2x

rosette (Ø 150 mm) 2x

rosette (Ø 150 mm) 2x

(Ø 150 mm) 2x

Paper

FL
Paper inlet hood

FL
Opening slot top

FL
Opening slot front 2x

DL
Paper inlet hood

(530 x 95 mm)

Round slot

User-friendliness made by SULO
Not every user can and wants to open the entire lid of the large bin every time they want to dispose of
something. For more convenience in the daily waste disposal and separation of recyclables, SULO has
developed a whole range of handy slot variants. Cans and bottles, for example, can be placed cleanly
and effortlessly into the bin through practical round slots with a rubber rosette or rubber rosette and
masking ring in various diameters.
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4-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

4R

MGB 660 ... 1100

Confidential documents

Packaging

FL

FL

FL

Confidential documents Confidential documents Square slot with
inlet short 2x

inlet long 1x

masking and brush

Noise Reductions Systems

FL
Lid opening noise

FL
Lid closing damper

reduction

DL

DL

Lid opening noise

Lid opening noise

reduction

reduction

Lid Opening Systems

DL
Lid support

Tow Bar Attachements

FL + DL

FL + DL

Opening by actuating

Tow Bar Attachement

the foot pedal

Handles

FL + DL
Side handle 2x

FL + DL
Side easy-grip handle

DL
Rear handle 2x

4x
Illustrations similar, errors and changes excepted. Availability and combinations can be found on pages 38-39.
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Bin Accessories

Wheel systems

FL + DL
Ø 200 Wheel

FL + DL
Ø 160 Wheel

FL + DL
Plastic rim

FL + DL
Steel rim

Travelling Gear

360°

FL + DL
Castors

FL + DL
Double stop

FL + DL
Central locking device

FL + DL
Steering lock

FL + DL

FL + DL

Double stop +

Central locking device +

Steering lock

Steering lock

Possible Combinations
TRAVELLING GEAR
4-WHEELED

Standard

Combination 1

CASTORS

DOUBLE STOP

+
+
+

Combination 2

+

Combination 3
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CENTRAL LOCKING
DEVICE

4-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

DOUBLE STOP +
STEERING LOCK

CENTRAL LOCKING
DEVICE +
STEERING LOCK

4R

MGB 660 ... 1100

Locking Systems

FL + DL

FL + DL

FL + DL

FL + DL

Triangular locks with

Triangular locks

Padlock fixtures 1x

Padlock fixtures cen-

open position

without open position

central

tral 2x decentralised

Cylinder lock with automatic function

FL

FL

Cylinder lock without automatic function

FL

FL

FL

DL

Cylinder lock with

Cylinder lock with

Cylinder lock with

Cylinder lock without

Cylinder lock withouth

Cylinder lock without

automatic function

automatic function

automatic function and

automatic function

automatic function and

automatic function for

and the possibility of

combination lock

with the possibility of

MGB 1100 with lid-in-

installing a half profile

installing a half profile

lid front

cylinder

cylinder

Personalization

BIO
Hot foil stamp

Screen printing

Sticker

Running Numbers

Embossing insert
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Illustrations similar, errors and changes excepted. Availability and combinations can be found on pages 38-39.

Bin Accessories

MGB 1100 FD
INCL. C-STAR

MGB 1100 RD
INCL. C-STAR

MGB 770

PRODUCT

MGB 660

DL

MGB 400

FL





BLUE ANGEL
Blue Angel
CHILD SAFETY SYSTEMS
Basic System



Light System



Comfort System



PERSONALIZATION
Hot foil stamping body/lid











Screen printing body/lid











Sticker body/lid











Embossing insert











Lid embossing











Running number colourless body/lid











Running number coloured body/lid











Ø 200 mm wheel











Ø 160 mm wheel



WHEELS

TYRES
Rubber tyres











Trackless tyres











2-component tyres





















Castors











Double stop











Central locking device



































2x

2x

2x

2x

2x

2x

2x

2x

2x

2x

2x

2x

Round slot without rubber rosette (Ø 200 mm)

2x

2x

2x

2x

Opening slot top (530 x 95 mm)







Opening slots front

2x

2x

2x

WHEEL BEARING
Wheel bearing
WHEEL BEARING

STEERING LOCK
Steering Lock
RIMS
Plastic rim



Steel rim
SLOT SYSTEMS
Round slot with masking ring and rubber
rosette (Ø 150 mm)

2x

Round slot with masking ring without rubber
rosette (Ø 150 mm)
Round slot with rubber rosette (Ø 200 mm)
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2x

Paper inlet hood ORANGE











Paper inlet hood BLUE











Paper inlet hood RED











4-WHEELED BIN SYSTEMS

MGB 1100 FD
INCL. C-STAR

Safety paper inlet short

2x

2x

2x

Safety paper inlet long







Square slot with masking and brush







Lid-in-lid front









Lid-in-lid rear

















PRODUCT

MGB 1100 RD
INCL. C-STAR

MGB 770

DL

MGB 660

FL

SLOT SYSTEMS

LID-IN-LID

Lid-in-lid front + rear
LID OPENING SYTEMS
DOG Lid opening system





NOISE REDUCTIONS SYSTEMS
Lid opening noise reduction rubber U-profile







Lid closing damper







Lid support















LIFTING SYSTEMS
Fork lift device



OCHSNER-lifting device







Lifting trunnions









Lock washer for lifting trunnions

















Side handles

2x

2x

2x

2x

Side easy-grip handles

4x

4x

4x

2x

TOW BAR ATTACHEMENTS
Tow bar attachements
HANDLES

Rear handles

2x

LOCKING SYSTEMS
Padlock fixtures central







Padlock fixtures decentralised

2x

2x

2x



Triangular locks with open position









Triangular locks without open position







Cylinder lock with automatic function







Cylinder lock with automatic and the possibility of installing a half profile
cylinder







Cylinder lock without automatic function and combination lock







Cylinder lock without automatic function







Cylinder lock without automatic function and with the possibility of
installing a half profile cylinder







Cylinder lock without automatic function for MGB 1100 with lid-in-lid
front
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Your one-stop partner
SULO.

Offering comprehensive services spanning the entire life cycle of an MGB, SULO is your reliable partner for
economically optimised and sustainable processes. Data collection, marking, installation, maintenance, return
and recycling of used bins - we take care of every aspect, making your waste and recycling logistics even more
transparent and efficient.

SULO‘s comprehensive bin service –
our carefree package
To ensure that your waste disposal logistics run smoothly at all times, we have developed a service offering that
guarantees seamless processes. This makes the compatibility of business optimisation and a high degree of
sustainability a realistic goal.
 Installation of new bins with direct distribution from the factory to the end user
 Bin labelling (optionally with OPTICHIP identification system)
 Maintenance, repair and replacement of defective bins
 Return and recycling of old bins
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SULO Solutions –
Waste management made by SULO
With its Digital solutions, SULO is embracing the digital future and offers all the components and advantages of
modern waste management from a single source:
 Bin identification
 Usage-based weighing (net total weighing)
 Route optimisation
 Real-time fleet management
 Automated accounting
 Increased transparency
 Cost reduction
 Waste prevention support
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www.sulo.com

